UNITED WAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ROLE OF THE UNITED WAY COMMUNITY SCHOOLS PRINCIPAL

Beliefs
• Schools cannot do it alone
• Faster alone, further together
• Parents as partners in education
• All parents want their children to be successful
• High expectations + high supports = better outcomes

Attitudes
• Positive outlook – success is achievable if people do “whatever it takes” to make it happen.
• Passionate – seeks opportunities to connect with others to promote growth in school community.
• Proactive – engages others early and often to problem solve around identified issues.
• People-focused – encourages cross sector communication; fosters sharing and learning across groups; confronts bad behavior directly; is energized by interactions with colleagues who share ideas, skills and expertise; solicits and provides honest, regular feedback.
• Performance matters – belief that people will/can stretch to meet high expectations and be successful with proper supports and encouragement. Sees self as accountable for setting and holding others to high expectations. Is openly accountable to partners for this role.

Actions
• Available – understands the role of Community School coordinator and utilizes as key connector between school and community resources. Communicates constantly with coordinator and holds regular check-ins to ensure integration of thoughts, intentions and actions occur in support of the school’s vision.
• Creative – sees each opportunity presented through the lens of how to realize the school’s vision. Connects possibilities with present and future work in the school to determine best fit.
• Focused – understands expected goals and outcomes for whole-child student success. Compares each identified opportunity to those expectations to determine where, how and if it is a good fit.
• Solution-oriented – open to new ideas. Aware of cost/benefit risk of new ideas, yet not afraid to proceed (cautiously and optimistically) with eyes wide open.
• Data-informed – comfortable discussing and sharing data that emerges inside and outside of the school as a way to identify priorities and align resources for maximum connection and impact. Creates improvement plans through lens of Community School supports.
• Demands quality – expects people on the team to perform and holds them accountable. This includes students, staff, the Community School coordinator, community partners, self and others. Leads by example.
• Inclusive – understands the interconnectedness of systems involved to achieve synergy and success for students. Actively talks about this integration and promotes cross-sharing of ideas, space, tools, language, etc. to boost a common path to reach goals. Embeds this way of doing business as the culture of the school. Willingly interacts with and embraces partner (community and otherwise) support, suggestions and feedback all with the intention of what is good for kids.
• Hands-on – actively participates in presentations, tours, etc. Understands how to include key partners in opportunities that could serve to leverage additional support (financial, resource, policy, etc.) Leads and presses forward on difficult conversations related to identifying priorities, needs, etc. that match vision.
• Advocates upward and outward for changes needed to further operationalize the work. Opens avenues for further collaboration both internal and external; both verbally and actually. Seeks ways to blend blurred boundaries and efforts for a common purpose. This could be across funding streams, departments, community sectors, program providers, etc.